Create Growth with...

DIRECT SALES
SOLUTIONS
Building and managing high-performing sales teams
can be challenging at scale. Our Sales as a Service®
solutions were designed to be spun up within weeks
and fully productive in just 90 days post-launch.
Leverage our multi-lingual coverage model across 60+
countries and deploy our talent development
playbooks and sales technology workflows to level up
your global revenue strategy.

WHAT WE DO
We drive new revenue for our clients by
deploying both full-cycle and specialized roles
across global regions
Build and manage result-oriented sales
development, customer acquisition, account
management, and sales ops teams
Enable and train your dedicated sales
organization with a data-driven strategy
Provide our clients with industry-proven
sales playbooks, technologies, predictive
analytics, and more to drive new revenue
across traditional and subscription-based
business models

WHAT WE ACCOMPLISH
SCALE your Inside/Outside Sales functions with a
flexible, turnkey organization that wins new
business, decreases customer acquisition cost
(CAC), and grows your existing customer base
ACCELERATE your pipeline with sales functions
like SDR and AM teams, powered by proven
prospecting and upsell/cross-sell methodologies
and strategy
UNCOVER critical buyer’s journey insights, revenue
metrics, and market data through our extended BI
offerings to further guide decision-making

all designed to
capture market
and build revenue.

Customer Acquisition

Partner Management

Evolved Methodology
Smart Sequencing
Prescriptive Coaching

Smart Partner Targeting
Rapid Activation
Whole Channel Strategy

Landing new customers and increasing their
lifetime value is dependent upon positive
customer experiences. This means delivering
value and generating impact all the way from
prospecting and qualification to "closed won" and
long-term management.

Committed to achieving and
exceeding key performance goals
MarketStar specializes in providing flexible sales
organizations at scale that align and integrate with
the needs of your existing revenue model.
LEAD QUALIFICATION - Engage prospects
and generate more active sales discussions
CUSTOMER ACQUISITION - Drive revenue
growth through highly focused inside/outside
sales teams
ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT - Extend the
lifetime value and long-term success of
your customers
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THE MARKETSTAR WAY
We have been building sales teams for many of
the world’s leading brands for 35 years. With
decades of process design experience, global
scalability, industry-leading sales leadership, and
favorable cost structures, outsourcing through
MarketStar will help you find new customers, close
new business, and grow existing accounts.
We are dedicated to achieving revenue goals for
our growth-minded clients. Our ability to recruit,
scale, and retain talent is unmatched in our
industry, and every team is custom-built to match
your individual business needs. We are completely
integrated with your internal resources and
supported by our own in-house expertise.
Simply put, we do a lot of the heavy lifting to scale
your business. We find and close new revenue
through outsourced sales and operations teams
that are cost-efficient, focused on creating growth,
and flexible to economic conditions.

SALES CHAT - Accelerate the buyer’s journey
with just-in-time sales engagement
OPERATIONS & ENABLEMENT - Leverage our
in-house SalesOps and Enablement team
members to ensure operational excellence

scan the code for our eBook
www.marketstar.com

